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of this study was to investigate th relationship between. locus

of control and aspecta,of problem-solving in young black children. .,The locus of

control construct is an integral part of social learning theory ( Rotter, 1966)

and refers to the degree t6 which-people believe they exercpe control over
A ' A

their lives. Persons i4ho perceive events as being'Under personal control or

the consequences of one'Wown actions are viewed as internals. Whereas, those

persons who perceive events as being. beyond their personal control being un-
,

cz,

related to their own behaviors, or'lFgei* determined by, luck, fate, and/or

powerful others, are said t8 beiexternal. The locus ofAontrol construct has

been evaluated primarily as an independent variable 11 h is predictive across"
;ii ,

avaKiety of behavidtal and attitudinal situations. s construct has senerated

a tremendous' amount of research that has been a d in three major review

articles (Lefcourit, 1966, 1972; Rotter, 1466) , Jbibliography (Troop &
.

MacDonald, 1971) and continuing pgblications: .

4? /
.;

ft \

Locus of control has been fdund to be relate o-s hool room achievement
,

. J
fr

behavior, achievement test scores, and grade point le 1 when I.Q. scores were

partialled out (Lefcourt, 1972) implicit in accomplishments in academic achieve-
.,

men; is success in problem-solving efforts., ,'Therefore, it was reasonable to

expecta relationship between probiemaolvin abilities and the locus of control,

construct.
./;

The majority of the work,in relstin4 locus of control to problem

/ ii-, 1 i

Revised version of paper presented at COnfere on Emperical Research in
ii, .,,

Black Psychology II, Teachers College fa University, New York, 1975.
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4 solving abilities has been conducted with white childrek This study explored

the influence of the-locus of control construct on the problem-solving abilities
.

of young black children. The aspects of problem solving that were conside

were delay of gratification,
field-dependencelindependence* and reflectionI 4

impulsivity.

The problem-solving process has been viewed as involving the following
-

sequential steps: (1) perception and interpretation of stimulation; 42) memo

or the storage of experiences after they have ended; (3) generation of hypothe es

of possible solutions to solve the problem; (4) evaluation or the degree.to which

'the child pauses and assesses the quality df this thinking; (5) the deductive

phase; and if required (6) a public report (Mussen, Conger, & Kagan, 1974).

The self-regulatory behavior to perfohl the sequence in seeking a solution

to a problewastlie issue of concern. It seems as if one of the determinants

of whether or not the:child will persist tithe problem-solving sequence, or
A

abandon the search for a solution, pertains to hip willingness to tolerate

self initiated frustration. Learning to wait for desirea.outcoMes'and to act

An'the light of anticipated future consJquences is fundamental for planning on
) '

which complex goal directed behavior depends (gischel, 1974). Goal-directed

behavior requires self-control and/or the' ability to defer iqmediate gratification.

The decisidn asito whether'or,not tod4ay'gratification is influenced by a.
f

person's,past reinforcement for waiting behavior and for other formsdf plan-
,

ful goal7directed self=control.(Mischel, 1974). Therefore, the ability to

delay gratification as one 'aspect of self-control was considered.

The initial step-in the Problem-solving sequence is thejrocess of per-

ceiving and extracting meaningful information from the-stimulus situation

"(Mnssen, et al., 1974). The child must correctly select the critical features
.

to utilize in seeking a solutidn*to a problem. Thgreforel his ability to

3,
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extract out or analyze a stimulus event for salient featurds is crucial. One .,

of thes.spects of this ability is the concept of field independence,. Field

independence, a measure of totopetence at disembedding.in perceptual tests,

was assessed in this report. The fourth process, evaluation, involves the

degree to which the child pauses to consider the quality of hits Chinking.
i

Evaluation'also influence other aspects gbf problem.;s6lving, i.e., initial

perception; recall; and hypothesis generation (i,

vary as to whether they will act on the first h

ssen, et al., 1974). Children

pothesis they generate cr

take time to consider the appropriateness of thtir hypotheses. These differences

. have been characterized as the reflection- impulsivity dimension which was also

investigated.

e

Dependent Variables

Delay of gratification, Delay of gratification has been conceptualized at

one end of a spectrum as the ability to postpone immediate gratification or to iin-

,',pOse delay of reward on oneself for

That is, the person who chooses the

the sake of future consequences ,(Mischel, 1974)

larger delayed goals for which he must either

wait or work, This responpe pattern resembles what has been called the "Puritan .

character structure," i.e., trusting, highlS, motivated to achieve, future ori-

ented, brighter and more mature, etc. (Mischel, 1974). At the other end is the

person who usually prefers immediate gratification and refuses the alternativp

bf waiting or,working for larger,4delayed goals (Mischel, 1974). Social class is
;,, Er

related to the construct with middle and upper socioeconomic classes preferring to

delay rewards. 4 er'ally, the research paradigm presents the subject witg a choice

between getting a Tess valuable but immediate reward versus a delayed but larger
4 a

reward. This experimental design has been critized because the rewards offered in

the situations have often been undeserved and of slight value and therefore caution

is recommended in generalizing about probable behavior in .real life situations
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(Lefcourt, 1972). Research studies have found a positive relationship between

the ability'to delay gratification and age, achieVement orientation, social re-
,.

sponsibility, personal adjustment, resistence to temptation, sociocultural and

rearing conditions, and intelligence ( Mischel, 1974):. A number onrariables seem

to .nfluence the accuracy of predicting whether a person will voluntarily delay

gratification, i.e., age, sex, experimenter's sex., object he is waiting for,

consegances of not waiting,'etc.(Mischel, 1974). Price-and Ramirez (1974) in-

vestigated ethnic differences in delay of gratification between anglo,,blacit and

Mexican-American fourth grade children. They found that black and Mexican-American

-children were more prone, than'Anglo children, to accept immediate gratification .

rather than delayed reward. No sex differences were found within each ethnic

group. It was noted that the black children displayed mistrust of the promises

of the experimenth although they were tested by a black experimenter.

Attention to the rewards themselves decreases delay behavior, whereas attention

to the symbolically presented rewards (i.e., images) increases delay'behavior

( Mischel, 1974). In addition, representation,of reward objects by means of in-

struction-induced thoughts reduces delay behavior, but externally presented symbolic

representation (pictures) of the objects enhances delay of gratification in young

children ( schel, 1974). Most importantly,. Mischel (1974) f6els that under

appropriate motivational and attentional-cognitive conditions, virtually ali subjects

Gan manage td delay gratification for'relatively long periods of time.

Mischel (1974) theorizes a two,part process in the delay of gratification, (1)

the determinants of the indivAual's choice to delay reward and (2) afte;!'the

choice to delay gratification how the individual sustains his delay. It is the first

part of the process that was of concern to this research. The choice of delaying is-

related to the individual's ,expectancies concerning the consequences of his choice.

These expectancies aryrelated to his past exRrience, modeling cues, trust

5
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relationships, etc. It would sole that the person who is externally oriented and

believes he is subject to the h ms of fate and chance, would prefer immediate

7gratification because he doeti know what to expect from tomorrow. Internals on

the other hand, have in the pt used sequential planning, which involves delays",
s.

to accomplish tasks they belierke their behavior could influence and therefore will

not mind dlfidelayng gratificatil n for a larger reward.' , .t

Research studies have found that internals choose to delay. gratification mate

thad externals (Bialer; 1961; Walls & Smith, 1970). "Black..subjects were found to

be more external and more likely to choose immediate,reinforcements than whites,

with the greatest differencs between black and white females (Zytkoskee, Strfaland,

& WatsOn, 3971) However, S

than whites, but black subj

unrelated to the locus of c

gratification and locus of

are unclear for blacks.
,

rickland (1972) found that blacksWere more eit6rda1

cts' choice of immediate or delayed reinforcement was

nirol construct. Thus a relationship between delay of

ontrorhas been substantiated for whites but the results

Field-de endence-Inde endence. Field-dependence-independenee refers-to a

perceptual style or approa h to"petceptive.tasks involving the ability to break up

or separate out parts of a Organized'visual field (Witkins, Dyk, Faterson,

Goodenough, & Karp, 1962). Persons who perceive in a field dependent manner are

strongly dominatea by the overall organization of the surrounding field' and the

parts of the fields are n t discrete.., Whereas, persons who are field=independent

in their perceptions, exp rience parts, of the field as separate from the organized

whole (Witkins, et al., 1 62). Field-dependence-independence viewed as a

dimension with the relati e designations of field-independence and field-dependence.

Consistent sex difference have been found on the dimension with boys being more

field-independent than girls. Howeyer, this difference is not noted before eileage

of eight (Witkins, et a?.), 146.2) ield-independence increases with age until

6
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approximately fifteen years 4 however, an individual's standing on the field-
.

-
'dependence-independence dimensions seems to be relatively stable. The dimension

..
.

.
,

,

.

has been found to be related to socialiiation ,practices of parents, differences
. ,.

.

.
in body concept, A sense of Separate identity', and problem-solvin6.ths'ks of the

,

type where solution depends on

f
',from Which it 'Has been presented, (Karp-,-11963, Witkihs, et al;,196 2).

ing a critical element in a different context

r.
. .-

.

Nitkins and his colleagueS,I) (1962) theorize. that people with_a More.field-
, , ,

i
% ,

?i . . ' , ., . .

independent,perceptual style have a boye dOeloped sense of separate identity. They
.

.

seem to be more aware of their needs,'Selings, and personal Atributes which they
,

..._
- ,-

.view.as diStinct from those of others. This seems to imply aniinternal frame -of

; .
. 1

,

reference that is similar to the asPumptions-conc7,ning internality. Therefore
.

_
_ , .

. .

-.., =,

we Would expect a relationship between iieldrdependence-independence and the locus

. . 1,
. .

,of control construct. However, research findings have not supported this assumption

:
to

An insignificant relationship hab b en found between measures of field-independence
_.......

.

and measures of loCus of
'controll al hough it,has been found that internals improved

,

steadily as they progressed thAugh t peic4fuS1 tasks measuring field-independenc',
-' . . 4 . ' . . .

(Lefconrt; 2972)." This relationship sh li be expIored for black children because
g

- ,,-

of the theoretiCSI-similarities regardin
4-/

,,
-.

.

Self.

impOrtance of a persibn's -itievi of him-
/

The reflection-lmpulsivity dimension. The reflection - impulsivity dimension

..

refers to, theA,ieneency_to display slow. r f st response time in p roblem situations
d '.

-with high response uncertainty
. \
(Kagan, 1965a . ihe,ptlbary operational,index of

. . ,

'4 this variable i$ response latency of first re p nse in,Complex,va:Sualgscriminatico.
.,

.

tasks in_mhich a ptandard'stimUlus.,.aud afixed

presented and the response, alternative that matches, the

set of respoOse'alternatives LIN

standard'ip-not imttdiately

,

obvioUs.(Kagan, 1965a). Reflective individuals have long reepons,3-latency scores
n .0 ,

and commit few errors, whereas impasivesindiViddals have" short response' times and
4 ,-

7
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commit mony,ertorp. Response tine increases arid errois decrease With'age and sbow

7

moderate stability, I,over time (Kagan, Rosman, Day, Albert, &_hfilipo, 196452.
.

, . . ,
.

.
,

Since this Initial definng work of Kogaq:and his colleagtIPA:ihe reflection-
, 4,,;

. ,
A

impulsivity dimension has: been shown" eb Ile. related td a number 'oi. measures
'

,,
i.; of. 4

, . - '
- . I.*

- r
cogntiveac4vity. Research studies have indicated that aerial rearning

. .
, . . .

I I. .....

,(Kagan, 110a), `inductive realoonAng problems (Kagmi,'Pearson, .& Welch, 1960,r.

V , A . . . ' .. `'" 4 .. ... . . , .

:

reading error rb (Kaga n, 19 6 5b) ,-s cfib ol failu re
,

(Messer, 197 0),

--..a..

motor movement
. .

(Marrisor,4 Nadelman, 1972)mey be influenced by this ,cognitive siy17. ;There g,pems

i
IV

to be relationship:between response time .and intelLigencehbwever,, errbr scoe
.

,

...:

.

(4,
,j 4...

,seems to relate negatively eb inteiligenCe (KOgan, 1965a). Eorblack children it '

'

A was fblind'aiet reflection related to motor movement(Harr4on & Nadelman,,1972).,/ 'r %

. . r " 4 ' 4 IS.
i li,

and impulsivity 7wog
.

associated with a nonanalytic oognitive.style for young tiris t
. , s

-'# .,
, # lit.,-

. (Harrison, 1974). When compared to white children, black children were tadib-
,_ , A

4' i i '1
,

11
.0 .

4

.
'impulsive and commited more errors .(Zucker & Str4tker,*196B). However, in the

.

..,i''
.

Zucker and Stricker (1968) study, the comparison groups were black,vreschaolers

enrolled in o'headscart:prolrom and whitet"mfddle clasa
.

preschaolAs with no attempt-
,

,
R

#

,(t, --

tasks

L.

f

A.

I.

; ("-#4,,

,
,.' - '

, to 'control for class differences.4

,

."'..

'There has bee
.c

gestions that a'
,.. ,#.

. 4r

lizatiofi orreflection-impulsiviiy and
s

..,

di'sp"repancy exists between the ppnceptua-
,.

V
its' operatiOnalization (Block, BloCk, &

. . ,

. ,

Harrington,'1974), followed by a clarifitation response from 'Ragan and Messer (1975).
, .. -

4 ' / '

Nevertheless, this v

control construct,

. ,

the Matching Famlli
' ,

9 A.,

riableishall be examined as to how it relates to the locus of

/ :

e refleCtion-iMpulsivity dimension is usually assessed with

-
t

Eigurdg- Test (MIT): The MIT A& a matching-to-standard

task.involving several.alteinaties'to create response uncertainty. 'Response
,

time/eitthe MEE is used as an ificjication of reflection ,and impulsiVity along with

. tfia error score. Srdies investigating response time on. tasks for internal and

external subjects indicate that the Aature of the task influences the difEerenceb..I

4 4 ° 8
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''. ,-
_ , ,

'ttternals llave been found to exhibit longer delays in decisiOn time ana pay more
. Jr 4 A .

attention td the tasks if the natuie of the taaV depends upon skill'rather than

'charice with externals showing little ifferentigtion between skill and chance
. .

47 s directiRns,(Lefcourt, Lewis, & Silverman, 1968; Rotter & Mulry, 1965). Watson and
:7

.7 'BauMal (1967) found that internals made more errors in preparation for a task said

to be chance determined, whereas, externals made more errors when preparing for a

;- .

. .skill -determined task. Internals alsb required longer, decision time as the &if-
-

..t. .e
..

.

`. *. , I
.

fieulty of making a decision increased (Julian & Katz, 1968). In'someWhat related

P '7
_

e
,

research it was found that internal subjects are more likely than externals-to

attend to cues proliiding information whiCh can help to resolve uncertainties

. (Lefcourt & Wine, 1969) thereby reducing the poobability of error. These'findings

indicate that differences on the reflection-impulsivity dithensibn may be partially
* -

. ,.

.. ,,.)

xplaiiildd by the locus of control construct.
;

Aftert_reviewing the lAterature the following hypotheses uere proposed: (1)

Those subjects who score high on.extetnality will not delay gratification as much

r'l
-

as those who scorelow; (2) Those.silbjects who score high on externality will

i 2

score lower on measures of field-independence than those who score low; (3) Those

subjects who score .high on externall'ty will also respond`' quicker on the MFF than
A

. if ;

,'
...

.

. A N., ,

subjects who score low; (4) Those subjects *Who score high on externality will

, I.

commit more'errors on the MFF than those Who score low; (5) :There will be no'
. . i.

relation between I.Q. scores and ddgree qf externality on the locus of control
a

,

measures; and.(6) Si sexDifferencesifferences will be found on the measure of
r s"

'

externality.

Subjects

Method
7-77- *,

The subjects were black (lb temales and 10 males)second graders (age range

7-0 to 7-11) from working class, Intact families of average intelligence (I.Q.s

.224'

9
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ranged from 88 to 112).. The subjects were selected from the total class of second

graders who attended a predominantly black elementary school in Inkste ?, Michigan,

a largely black suburb of DetrOit, Michigan. After controlling for age, social

class, I.Q., and intactness of family, the reknaining children were included in the

study. _Written permission from a parent was obtained before a subject was tested.

Procedure

The subjects were examined individually in a black female examiner. The

examiner was familiar to the subjects having visited the classrooms on other

occasions.' The tests were%administered in two sessions of approximately 20

minutes each with a minimum of two weeks between sessions for individual subjects.

The tests were counterbalanced in order of presentation exceptfor the delay of
I:

gratification measure whi h was always,giveelast. The tests are briefly described

below'having been descrited, in detail in previous literature.

I. Q. Score. The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT) was administered

following standard procedure to obtain the I.Q. score.
1

ReflectionImpulsivity Dimension. Kagan's Matching Familiar Figures Test (MFF)
1 .

was used to. determine the chil d's characteristic -cognitive tempo 4reflect,ive or

impulsive). Im the MFF, a standard is shown to thesubject, and she is asked to

select the variant which is'exactly like the standard. Theie are two practice

items and 12 items for recording the scores. The examiner recorded latency scores

to the'next half second, the total number of errors made on each item, and the

order_In which the errors were made. The examiner coded the responses to each

item until the child Lade six errors (number of Choices) or got the item correct.

If
,the subject made six errors, the correct answer was given by the examiner. Two

scores are obtained, the average reaction time for the 12 items and total number of

errors committed.

Delarof Gratificaticn. The subject was presented with five trials in which .

to make a decision as to whether to delay reinforcement. On each trial, the subject

10
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had a choiCe between an immediately available small reward or a rarger delayed re-
,-

ward. The,items were as follows: small pack of gum versus large-pack of gum;\

small candy bar versus large candy bar, one marking pen versus four marking pens;
4-

one shall stick-on of batman versus a large stick-on of batman (or superwoman for

females); and one balloon versus four balloons. The subject Oas told he could have

,the small reward at the end of the day or the larger reward in'a week. The

examiner dkTonstrated ott a calender the length of a week. The subject's score was

the number of times he choose to delay on the five choices.

Field-dependence-independence. The Children's Embedded Figures' Test (CEFT)

was used to measure this dimension: The test used two simple forms (tent and

house) which must be found within a figure. There are two demonstration items

and two practice items before, the scoring is begun. The subject is presented"with

the task of finding the tent for 11 items, a practice item for the house, and 14

items for the house. The subject must outline the required simple figure within

a cempleX figure. The test,is stopped if the subject fails all of the last five

items o, the tent section or five consecutive failures on the house section. The

subject's score was the number of field-independent answers given to the 25 items.

Locus of Control. A modified version of the Preschool and Primary Internal-
*

External Control Scale developed by Nowicki and Duke (1974) was used to measure

this construct. The scale Was modified using the same procedure followed by

James Savage (Note 1) in his modification of a similar scale for older children.

The modification involved rewording the original language of some of the items of
It

the questionnaire'

original version:

modified version:

in the vernacular 'of the subject% in the study. For example,
4-e

"If you ask.for something enough, will you get it?" or

"If you ask for something over and over again, will you get it?"

Of the 34 items on the test, six were modified. The original and modified versions

of the six item are presented in Appendix A. The subject had to respond "yes" or

"no" to all the question's and if the answer was "stimetimes" or "maybe" the examiner
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asked the child what happeqetbo-majorIty of the time. The.aubject's score was
110

7 theinumber of external answers-given on the 34.items.

Results

Means and standard deviations for measures of locus of control, riQ:, reaction

time and errors on MFF, delay'Of gratification, and field- independence for boys,

girls, and sexes combined are presented in Table 1.
. I

Insert Tablell. about here

No significant ex differences were found on anyt,of the variables. Pearson r
r.

correlations for all subjects on all the'variables prebevted in,Table 2.

In ert Table 2 about here

This study does not divide the subjects into the categories of riflection and

. / .

impulsivity as was done previously by
(
researchers. The sample size is small and a

lot of subjects wdUld not have been"Conside d. Most importantly, this technique

has been crieized because it eliminates impor informatidn (Block, et al., $974)

A significant negative correlation (.44) was f d between reaction time and

errors on the MFF. Itaction time on the MFF h a significant positive relatiod

with delay of gratification (.55) and field-ind eLence (. 6)... There was a signifi
. .

.

cant negative correlation (-.'60) between errors on MFF and ield-independence.
.

r
Pearson r correlations were calculated separate for boys and girls ort all

. .

7-wariables. The results are presented in Table 3.

Insert Table 3 about here.
.

For boys t
J
ere were significant negative correlations between errors and

...

reaction time (-.68) and field-independence (-:62). 'Reaction time related signigi-

cantly in
)
a positive direction (.65) to fiqld-independence for boys. The only

1*

12
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significant relationship for girls was a negative correlation (-.74) between field-,

Independence and errors.

./

The subjects were cateprized as above or below..the mean on the degree of

'.externality on the locus of control task. The mean for all subjdtts was 13.6 and

sex was ignored since there were no significant sex differences on the variables.

Difference of mean test for'those classified above or below the mean on the degree

of externality indicated no significant difference between the groups. The means

and standard deviations for the two troups are presented inTable...4.

v'

Insert Table 4 about ]sere.

In view ofthe finding of the importance of the reaction time variable on other

variables a Chi-square test was conducted to assess its relation, to externality.

The subjects were divides, into two groups, those above andfbelow the mean on

reaction time. The results are pr ented in Table 5.

Insert Table 5 about here.

,

The was no signi tent relat7nship between the dimension of reaction time
$5-4911t,,vr

4.;.$
on MFF a externality o locus of control

Discussion

Locus of Control

IiiThe locus of coniro construct failed to relate significantly to any
,

I

of"the i

variables relating to pro lem-solving for black children. The lack of importance
-

A

of locus of control may bet explained b5i'the modification of the measuring instrument

and/or the small sample of subjects used in the study. However, only six of the

34 items were altered and it is doubtful that the modification of such a limited

number 'of items would,..hav that much Impact. An alternate explanation to consider

is that the influence of feelings of externality may not have 'an effect on problem-
'

13 A
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solving abilities of black children in the early years. Therefore before. completely

rejecting the idea that externality does not influence black children's problem-

solving skills the relationship should be explored in a larger sample of older

children. However, rebearch findings on field-dependence-independence, reflection-

impulsivity, and delay of gratification indicate that these cognitive styles change

very little after thd age of eight. Therefore, you would expect, that the potential

effect of locus of control in these areas would occur during the formative years.

Future research should investigate whether the locus of control construct

influences achievement scores and grade-point averages for black youngsters. These
4

variables were not investigated in'this report because of the vulnerability of

those measures to school environment and the related problems for black youngsters.

It was felt that a more valid measure of the influence of the locus of control on

the cognitive activities would be assessed by looking at the problem-solving

abilities rather than school achievement with it's questionable accuracies. Never-

theless, it should be useful to:analyte whether feelings of control about the

r

environment influences whether pr not the black youngster actually achieves in
$.

1"'" tool even though locus of control does-not Seem to relate to his problem-solving

e-

abilities. In view of the research studies indicating a relationship between locus

of control.and reactions to success and failure (Lefcourt, 1972) this appfoach

should be explored.

The validity of the measure of locus of control fof black'youngsters can also

be questioned as it was for older black subjects (Curin, Gurin, Lao, & Beattie,

1969). Gurin and_ber_gplleagua (1965) have presented theoretical 4nd empirical

evidence that the internal-external scale based On"Rotter's theory is not a unidi-

mentional measure but two relevant separat measures, perceived personal control

and perceived control of broader social ev nts. The Nowicki-Duke Scale used in

this study was modified for sentence construction only and probably should also be
p
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altered for racial identity considerations before further administration to 'lack

children. In view of the findings that school-age black youngsters are aw re of

the effects of racism, this line of research should be,explored.

Future research should be conducted on the locus of control cons ct to con-

sider on what areas of cognitive activities it influences for black oungsters.

Black subjects were more .external (means for males 13.5 and 13.7 '.r females) than

white subjects (means for:males 11.45 and 11.45 for females; N _cki & Duke, 1974).

However, this says Very little about the probable influence or externality for black

youngsters as they compete against whites in areas of cogni ive accomplishments.

Intercorrelation of Dependent Variables

The measures of field-dependence-independence, reflection-impulsivity, and

delay of. gratification did show a significant rela ionship for black youngsters.

However, there was no relationship between intell gence and the other cognitive

variables, consistent with other research finding except the ability to delay

gratification. More intelligent subjects usuall delay gratification more than

those of leaser intelligence, howeVer, there waW no, relationship for black children.

This may be explained by the limited range of I, Q.. c res in'this sample, to

narrow toadequately assess the relationship. Hoyever, an alternative explanation

is equally valid. There seems to be'no relationship between these two variables

for black subjects. The negative relationship between reaction time and errors on

the MFF was consistent with previous studies. In other words, the youngster who

paused to evaluate the appropriateness la his hypotheses before emiting his answer,

reduced the probability of making an error The negative relationship between

errors oft.,the MFF and field - independence also indicat'e's that the ability to analyze,

stimuli into discrete parts is important for reducing errors. As the child becomes

more skillful in noting the critical features of a stimulus events hp makes less

errors.

15
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The positive relatiopis, betwee eaction time and delay .of ratification

i

suggest there may be a geila T lized ten ency to wait, be it for the purpose of thought
. ,

or for the purpose 01 maxlmi ing one'slgains. This ability to pau e and evaluate
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also seems to be related to the ability to analyze stimuli into dis rete parts

and increasing the probabip.tv of success in cognitive tasks. Sinc these'relation-

ships are apparent in this s 11 sample future research should be conducted with _
, .

these variables on a larger sample. Shipman (1971) in a study using lower class

black preschoolers failed to find a relationihip been the three variables, i.

reflection-impulsivity, delay of gratifictition and field-independence. This

study suggests that they Aare interrelated at the second grade level for i dif-

, ferent black population. Future research is needed to clarify the Issue. Explor-
,

atiou into problet-solving styles of black children is important because of it's

'implication for teaching and educational achievement. TherefOre the parental
41_ , 7

correlates of these cognitive activities for black children Sho ebe;inyestigated.

-In other,,viords, how do black parents of childten who are reflective'and field-

independent differ,in their socialization practices from black_Oarents of impulsive

and field-dependent children.

l
The,data failed to show sex differences on any of the viri4bles although it

f

has been found for degree of externality. An explanation fox this difference may

be in the size of this sample. This study may not have sawed a large enough

,population for sex difference to emerge. An alternate expli6tion that can also be

considered is that set differences on this variable in black youngsters do not

emerge at an early age. The study by Zytkoskee and his colleagues (1971) 'found a

sex ditference_on.externalityusing ninth grade adolescents. The findings in

this study of no sex difference on field-dependence-independence is consistent

with previous,suggestions of sex differences becoming apparent after the age of

eight.

16
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Summary

The purpose of thiS study was to investigate the relationship between the

locus /Of control construct and aspects of problem-solving, i.e.., delay of

gratification, field-dependence-independence, and reflection-impulsivity dimension,

for young black children.. Subjects were 20 black scond.graders (10 males and
I

10 females) from intact, working class families of,average intelligence. It was

found that the locus of control construct did not significantly relate to any of

the measured aspects of problem-solving abilities. However, there was significant

intercorrelations between the dependent variables. Since there are very few

research studies investigating the relatonship between these maasures of

74'
cognitive activities forblack young children, the study has served a useful

purpose. Suggestions Were made for future research.

I
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Table .1

Means for Boys, Girls, end Sexes

Combined on all Variables.

Boys Girls Sexes Combined

Variables

Mean SD Mean

Locus of Control 13.5' 3:77 ' 13.7

I. Q. 101.9 7.50 96.1

M F F

Reaction Time 8.89 4.63 6.68

Errors 16.8 5.76 15.3

Delay of Gratification 419 1,63 3.00

Field-Independence 8.1.; 3.54 6.5

SD Mean SD

3.09 13.6 3.36

7.20 99.0 7.75

I- 1.81 7.78 3.60.

3.97 16.0 4.88

1.69 3.5 1.7

3.37 7.3 3.46

22
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I. Q.

Rea4ion time

Errors

Dela'Y,:of grat.

4eldindept. '

A

Table 2

Corrg ions for all Subjects on All Variables

locus'
Delay

I. Q. Errors). of

Locus of Control

. 22

1Vt- of

control

X

Reaction

time
Grat.

-.7
.03. .06 -.12

X .10 .21

X '-.44* .55**

X -.14

t

(

sr

23

c'

X

Field

indep.

-.32

.14

.38

X

1.

0
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able 3

Correlations for Boys and Girls on A4 Variables
_____

Locus T Delay
% Reaction Field

/... of I. Q Errors of.
. Q.

time
.. indep.."

grat. k_. _'-, to
- s

Control
-

,
Locus Of control X .35 .35

,-
I. Q. -.51 X .00

..
Reaction time. ,

.
/

Errors /

.41

.05

.11.

.00

X

-.A

Delay of grat. -.25 .17 .16

.

'...,Field *den. ."-.27 .09 .30

-.13

-.29

-.68*

X

.28

-.74**

Note. Results-for boys in the upper right of table and
i

girls in the lower left.

.* < .05

0.1 6

:01 .37

.19 .07

.57 .65*

-.55 -.62*

X
.

.18

.17 X

21
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Table 4

Means on Cognitive Variables for Those Above

. and Below Mean on Externality

Above A Below

Mean Mean SD

I. Q. 97. 1.99 100. 2.30

Delay of grat. .3.25 3.33 3.66 2.91

Field indep. 5.88 6.40 8.25 6.09

MFF

Reaction time
1.

7.71 2.88 .7.83 2.9f

Errors d-14.75 1.31 16.91 .
.t

a
n = 12.

b
n = 8.,

Iv

< .05

2. .01

t

25
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Table 5

Chi-Square Test with Yates Correction of Differences between

Externality and Reaction Time Dimensions

i Bel

Externality

ch/
Reaction time Above

7--Above 5 5.

Below 3 / 7
- ,

a

X
2

a

1

.208

. 26 p . AP


